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1. Safety topic
Ana Erceg, Transmission Revenue Reset Project Manager

Safety Topic
Mental Wellbeing Apps

Calm is a mindfulness and meditation app.
The app provides meditation sessions in
varying lengths; as well as Sleep Stories;
breathing programs; and relaxing music.

HeadGear is a mental fitness app that focuses on
mental health. Developed by researches at Black Dog
Institute, UNSW and funded by Movember
Foundation. 30-day challenge to complete
mindfulness and behavioral exercises.

Healthy Eating Apps

DrinkCoach+ is an app that's designed to track
and cut down alcohol consumption. With this app;
users can track their drinks by units; calories; and
cost.

Keep it Cleaner offers hundreds of fitness training
programs and recipes, run tracker, meal planner,
interval timer and more. Weekly shopping lists and
access to online community for sharing empowering
advice and life hacks.
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2. Welcome, Introduction and Minutes
Adrian Hill, General Manager Transmission

Agenda
Time: Thursday 28 November 2019, 13:00 – 16:00
Location: AusNet Services, Level 31 (Boardroom), 2 Southbank Boulevard, Southbank VIC 3006
Panel Members: Andrew Richards (EUAA), Gavin Dufty (Vinnies), Bridgette Carter (BlueScope Steel), Tennant Reed (Ai Group),
Elizabeth Carlile (CitiPower/Powercor), Rodney Bray (United Energy), Thanh Bui (Jemena),Shelley Ashe (ECA), Simon Elias (Air
Liquide), Mathew Creese (Hydro Tasmania)
Apologies: Nick Eaton (Alcoa), Aaron Tan (Air Liquide), Bev Hughson (CCP)
Guest speakers (AusNet Services): Tony Narvaez, Alistair Parker, Jacqui Bridge, John Dyer, Peter Caccaviello
Guests: Joe Spurio (AEMO), Sandra Nielsen (AEMO), Adam Petersen (AER), Evan Lutton (AER), Mark Henley (CCP), David Prins
(CCP)
Facilitators (AusNet Services): Adrian Hill, Tom Hallam, Charlotte Eddy, Robert Ball, Ana Erceg
# Topic

Time

Duration

Presenter

Sign-in at Level 31 Reception, AusNet Services

12:50

10 mins

1

Safety Topic

13:00

5 mins

Ana Erceg
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Welcome, Introductions And Minutes
• Introduction to the MD and the EGM, Regulated Energy Services

13:05

15 mins

Adrian Hill
Tony Narvaez, Alistair Parker
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Our Preliminary Expenditure Forecasts: Capital Expenditure
• Context [5 mins]
• Major projects [30 mins]
• Asset replacement programs [25 mins]
• ICT [20 mins]

13:20

80 mins

Rob Ball, Tom Hallam
Jacqui Bridge
John Dyer
Peter Caccaviello

Afternoon Tea Break

14:40

10 mins
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Our Preliminary Expenditure Forecasts: Operating Expenditure

14:50

60 mins

Rob Ball

5

Principles For Setting Revenue During 15-month Deferral Period

15:50

5 mins

Rob Ball

6

Other Business and Next Steps

15:55

5 mins

Adrian Hill / Rob Ball

Meeting Close

16:00
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Introduction to the Managing Director and
the Executive General Manager, Regulated
Energy Services

Tony Narvaez
Managing Director

Alistair Parker
Executive General Manager,
Regulated Energy Services
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Minutes – CAP#2
CAP#2

29 August 2019

#

Topic

Action

Resp.

Status

1.1

Questions from Panel
members

• Provide responses to Panel member questions from
CAP#2

RB

Responses to
be discussed at
CAP#3 where
required

1.2

200 kV Issue
experienced by UE
Network

• Operational Presentation from Martin C requested by
Rodney Bray

RB

Open
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3. Our preliminary expenditure forecasts:
capital expenditure

Context for the preliminary capital
expenditure forecast
Rob Ball, Transmission Revenue Reset Lead
Tom Hallam, General Manager Regulation

Some important context for the forecasts
we are presenting today
•

The forecasts presented are preliminary and subject to refinement and change (e.g. top-down
review, refinement of project scopes and cost estimates, further repex modelling, incorporating
new information on demand forecasts and the Value of Customer Reliability etc.)

•

We are also in the process of assessing the financial implications of delivering the forecast
capital program – this is particularly important given the challenging economic environment and
downward pressure on revenue from record low interest rates, the AER’s new tax allowance
methodology etc.

•

We are sharing the forecasts with the CAP to obtain feedback to inform our draft proposal and
ensure customer views are reflected to the extent possible

•

Another set of updated forecasts will be presented when we circulate an advanced draft copy of
our Draft Proposal early next year, prior to publishing it by 31 March 2020

•

All financial values are expressed in $ real 2021-22 unless stated otherwise.
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Many of our assets were constructed more
than 50 years ago and, based on their
condition, are in need of replacement
• A relatively large amount of expansion investment took place in the 1960s through to the early 1970s. A high
volume of the assets installed over this period, including parts of our conductor fleet, are displaying signs of
deterioration as they approach the end of their technical lives
• This trend of development has led to an increasing requirement for asset replacement expenditure, which will
continue over the next decade and beyond
• Our proposed asset replacement programs are developed using an economic, risk-based approach, which
ensures that reliability and network risk are maintained at the lowest cost to customers.
Historical development of the Victorian transmission network
Assets with 60 year
lives that were
commissioned during
this time are, on
average, expected to
reach the end of their
service lives in the
2023-27 regulatory
period

Composition of the preliminary capex
forecast


Consistent with
previous resets, 87% of
the capex forecast
relates to major station
replacement projects
and asset replacement
programs



Technology capex
accounts for 11%



We do not forecast
augmentation capex as
we are not the Victorian
transmission planner


Augmentation is
procured by AEMO and
delivered by AusNet
Services or contestable
providers.

Replacement - Major Station
45.6%

Non Network - IT
11.5%

Non Network - Other
0.9%
Non Network - Premises
0.3%
Non Network - Vehicles
0.5%

Security and Compliance
9.6%

Replacement - Other
31.5%

Replacement - Major Station CBD
0.1%
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Major station projects
Jacqui Bridge, Transmission Development Manager

What is a major station project?


Major station projects target the replacement of
deteriorated plant and equipment within
terminal stations.



The projects typically include the replacement
of major plant such as transformers, circuit
breakers and ancillary equipment such as
protection systems or panels containing
asbestos.



At each site, a range of options are considered
to replace deteriorated assets in whole or in
part.



The proposed projects have been designed to
provide the optimal combination of asset
replacement that balances the benefits
(reduction of probability of asset failure and
associated consequences) with the costs of the
replaced assets.

Transformer at South Morang Terminal Station (SMTS)
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Our preliminary expenditure forecast for
major station projects


Our forecast for major stations capex is $407M ($81M p.a.) This is 4% ($15M)
higher than actual/expected major stations capex in the current period



The forecast comprises new projects at 19 terminal stations where, based on a
robust economic assessment framework, it is economic to replace assets in the
next regulatory period



Compared to the current period, more of the projects involve replacing 500kV
equipment, which is relatively expensive to replace compared to 220kV
equipment

Major Projects
46%

On average, the forecast is 13% lower than our actual expenditure on similar
projects in the last two years ($94M p.a.)

Major Stations capex ($M, real 2021-22)
120
100

$ million



Other CAPEX
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FY17/18
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FY19/20
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FY21/22

Replacement - Major Station CBD

FY22/23

FY23/24

FY24/25

FY25/26

FY26/27

Replacement - Major Station
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10
COMMITTED
PROJECTS

Transmission Major Projects RCTS
Reactor
Rep $6M
2019

KGTS
Tx Rep
$10M 2026

TTS
CB Rep
$15M 2024

KTS
Tx Rep
$50M 2026

RCTS
Reactor
Rep $15M
2024

WMTS
Rebuild
$128M
2021

HOTS SVC
Rep
$18M 2023

&
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OTHER
PROJECTS

ERTS
2 Tx Rep
$31M 2023

SVTS
Rebuild
$53M 2021

ERTS
Tx & CB
$14M 2020

SHTS
Tx Rep
$10M 2027

DDTS
Tx & CB Rep
$20M 2028

HYTS Swgr
rep
$10M 2020

YPS
CB Repl
$21M
2019

BLTS
66 & 22kV
CB Rep
$14M 2023

MLTS
500 & 220kV
CB Rep
$30M 2024

LYPS
CB Repl
$29M 2019
FBTS
Tx & CB
Rep $18M
2020

FBTS
66kV CB
Rep $17M
2019

LYPS
500kV CB
Rep $35M
2024

HWPS
CB Repl
$24M
2019
GTS
220 & 66kV
CB Rep $17M
2027

SYTS
CB Rep
$68M 2025

SMTS
Tx Repl
$40M 2025

TSTS
2 Tx & CB
Rep $48M
2024

ROTS
CB Rep
$10M
2025
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We rely on a robust assessment framework
to determine the preferred option and its
economic timing

Establish Baseline Risk

Formulate options to
address risk

=

Supply
risk

+

Market
Impact

OPTION 1

+

Safety
risk

OPTION 2

+

Collateral damage &
environmental risk

OPTION 3

OPTION 4

Options Analysis
compare to Baseline

Conduct sensitivity analysis and test assumptions:

Select
Preferred Option

Conduct sensitivity analysis to determine economical
timing of Preferred Option

Discount rate, VCR, Asset failure rate, demand growth
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Establishing the baseline risk
 The “Baseline Risk” is equivalent to the risks that our network and customers
would be exposed to under the “Business As Usual” option
 Establishing the baseline risk allows us to determine the benefits of taking action, i.e.
implementing a network or non-network solution
 The components of the baseline risk are shown below
 The prevalence of each type of risk, and therefore the benefits of implementing a
solution, varies from project to project depending on the nature and location of the assets
Baseline risk
component

Description

Safety risk

The risk of explosion and fire due to design (e.g. porcelain bushings) or large
volumes of insulating oil. Poses a threat to employees and to public safety.

Supply risk

The risk of supply being lost to customers due to an asset failure. Quantified
using the Value of Customer Reliability.

Collateral damage

The risk presented by plant that could fail explosively and damage adjacent
plant. Potentially also results in supply outages.

Environmental risk

The risk presented by plant that contains large volumes of oil, e.g. power
transformers. Has associated clean-up and environmental impact costs.
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Options considered for individual projects
Once the baseline risk is established, various options are considered to identify
the preferred option
› The options that we typically consider for individual projects are shown below
The preferred option addresses the risk at the lowest lifecycle cost
› This is determined using NPV analysis
Option

Description

Business as usual

Included to define the baseline risk, which is used as a reference to quantify
the relative benefits of options that address the baseline risk.

Defer replacement through
asset refurbishment or
operational measures

Develop contingency plans for asset failure events e.g. temporary load
transfers, holding of spares which can be used across a number of stations.

Integrated replacement

Like-for-like replacement of all assets with poor condition score in a single
project. In cases where a number of assets require replacement, major
station rebuild takes advantage of project synergies not available for single
asset replacement.

Staged replacement

Replacement of the highest risk/poorest condition assets, followed by
replacement of other deteriorated assets in subsequent years (e.g. 5-10
years later) as separate projects.

Non network alternatives

Options of embedded generation and/or demand side response in
combination with network options (hybrid options).
20

Determining economic timing for the
preferred solution
The economic timing for the
preferred option is determined
as when the “baseline risk” is
equal to the cost of the
preferred option
› In other words, when the
benefits (in terms of a reduced
risk of outages and lowering
any safety risk to the public
and our employees) exceed
the cost of the project.

Economic Timing

Annualised Cost of Preferred Option

Changing the timing of a project
changes the risk – including the
risk of outages – that our
customers are exposed to.

The AER will review our economic assessment of options and project timing by examining the
various inputs that feed into it, e.g. demand forecasts, cost estimates, failure rates, risk21
quantification assumptions etc.

Case study: Templestowe Terminal Station
(TSTS) asset replacement
Project overview
› Scope: Major station project involving the replacement of transformer and 66kV circuit breaker
assets at Templestowe Terminal Station. The two transformers to be replaced were installed in 1966
and 1968, while the 11 circuit breakers to be replaced were installed throughout the 1960s
› Timing. To be completed by FY24
› Proposed expenditure. $41M (direct $ real 2019).
Supply Risk
• Failure of transformer or
switchgear
Safety Risk
• CT explosive failure
Environmental Risk
• Oil spills

Collateral Risk
• Assets fail explosively
22

Case study: Templestowe Terminal Station
(TSTS) asset replacement
Economic timing
The economic timing for this project is when the baseline risk (which is
mitigated/ addressed by delivering the preferred solution) exceeds the
annualised project costs

$ Millions

Baseline Risk
6.0
Economic Timing
5.0

4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

0.0
2019/20 2020/21 2021/22 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 2027/28 2028/29
Supply Risk

Safety, Collateral and Environmental Risk

Baseline Risk

Annual Project Cost
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Customer benefits include security of supply, avoiding health and safety risks associated with
potential explosive failure of equipment and environmental benefits of avoiding oil spills or a fire

Case study: Templestowe Terminal Station
(TSTS) asset replacement
Value of Customer Reliability (VCR) sensitivity
› The VCR is a key input into determining the economic timing of major station projects
› A lower (higher) VCR will reduce (increase) the supply risk and therefore baseline risk of the BaU option and defer (bring forward)
the economic timing of projects
› For TSTS:
 A 25% reduction in the VCR would defer the project by two years as baseline risk is reduced (see blue line)
 A 25% increase in the VCR would bring forward the project by one year as baseline risk is increased (see green line)
› The timing of the forecast expenditures would move accordingly, impacting how much capex falls in the next regulatory period.

7

VCR sensitivity – impact on capex profile

2023-27 Regulatory Period

$ Millions

$ Millions

VCR sensitivity – impact on economic timing
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TSTS Base Case

75% of VCR

FY26/27

FY25/26

FY24/25

FY23/24

2028/29

2027/28

FY22/23

125% of VCR

FY21/22

75% of VCR

FY20/21

Base Case

0

FY19/20

Annual Capital Cost

2026/27

2025/26

2024/25

2023/24

2022/23

2

2021/22

0

2020/21

4
2019/20

1

125% of VCR

The AER is expected to release updated VCRs in December 2019. We intend to incorporate24the
new VCR values into our Draft Proposal’s capex forecast

Asset Replacement Programs
John Dyer, Manager Asset Management Strategy

What are asset replacement programs?
Asset condition and
network risk are the key
drivers of renewal activities
 As equipment condition
deteriorates its performance will
gradually decline below network
operating requirements,
presenting risk to the reliability
and safety of the network

Engineering Knowledge

Measurements

Failure Data

Failure Mode Effects & Criticality Analysis

Failure Probability

Consequence

 Asset replacement programs are
economic when the
consequence of failure exceed
the cost of replacement

Asset Risk Review

Maintenance Strategy

Replacement Strategy

 The assets targeted by asset
replacement programs include
station (e.g. circuit breakers),
line (e.g. conductors, insulators),
secondary (e.g. protection and
control systems) and
communications (e.g. SCADA)
assets.
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Our risk-based asset replacement approach uses failure rate and consequence data to determine
an efficient replacement volume for each asset class

Our preliminary expenditure forecast for
asset replacement programs


Our forecast for asset replacement programs is $365M ($73M p.a.)



The forecast is 39% higher than actual/expected capex in the current
period



Further detail on the individual programs is provided on the following
slide.

Other
CAPEX

Asset Rep. &
Security &
Compliance
41%

Asset Replacement Programs capex ($M, real 2022)
70
60

$m, 2022, real

50

40
30
20
10
0
FY17/18 FY18/19 FY19/20 FY20/21 FY21/22 FY22/23 FY23/24 FY24/25 FY25/26 FY26/27
Asset Replacement - Actual/forecast

Security and Compliance - Actual/forecast

Asset Replacement - Allowance

Security and Compliance - Allowance
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Overview of Asset Replacement Programs
› The table below compares actual/expected capex in the current period with our preliminary forecast for
the next period
› Changes in expenditure between regulatory periods reflect changes in the age and condition of the
assets underpinning each program
• For example, a significant proportion of conductors (part of the lines program) are older than 60
years and, based on their deteriorated condition, will need to be replaced in the 2023-27 and
subsequent regulatory periods (see slide 29 for asset age profile information)
• Importantly, while a significant proportion of the network is of advanced age, we are not proposing to
replace a significant proportion. For example, our preliminary forecast will replace approximately
4% of our conductor fleet, despite 23% of the fleet reaching 60 years of age in the next period.
Asset Replacement Programs, direct capex ($M, real 2022)

Program

2017-22
Actual/Expected
Expenditure
$M real 2019

2023-27
Proposed
Expenditure
$M real 2019

Stations

$84

$81

Lines and Towers

$32

$119

Secondary & Protection Program

$64

$61

Communications

$60

$56

Total

$241

$318
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Case study: Lines and Towers Program
Overview
› Description: Comprises condition-based replacement programs for
conductor and insulator assets
› Timing: Ongoing
› Proposed expenditure for 2023-27: $119.5M (direct $ real 2019).

Other
CAPEX

Insulators &
Conductors
13%

Insulators and Conductors capex ($M, real 2022)
20
18

$m, 2022, real

16
14
12
10
8
6

4
2
0
FY17/18 FY18/19 FY19/20 FY20/21 FY21/22 FY22/23 FY23/24 FY24/25 FY25/26 FY26/27
Insulators

Conductors

Insulators - Allowance

Conductors - Allowance
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Case study: Lines and Towers Program
Age profile data

› This reflects the advanced age of these
assets, many of which were commissioned in
the 1960s, as demonstrated by the age profile
charts below and the figure on slide 11

“

A significant portion of the transmission network was
established between 1955 and 1970. As these assets
reach the end of their useful lives over the next 20 to 30
years, and assuming that the services they provide
continue to be required, there will be a substantial capex
requirement to replace towers and rebuild major stations
on the 220kV and 500kV network.

“

› At the last TRR, we flagged that increased
replacement would be needed in future
regulatory periods, including for Lines and
Towers assets

– AST 2017-2022 Regulatory Proposal, Chapter 4: Capital Expenditure
Forecast

Insulators age profile

Conductors age profile
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Approximately 8% of insulators and 23% of conductors will reach 60 years old during the next
regulatory period

Case Study: Lines and Towers Program
The AER’s repex model
› The AER repex model is a generic excel workbook that the AER use as an assessment technique in its determinations.
It is used to benchmark replacement capital expenditure. The model is only used for high volume asset classes (i.e.
not for major station projects)
› The repex model uses a probabilistic replacement algorithm to forecast the replacement needs of a populations of
assets
• The model assumes the economic life of an asset population is normally distributed and uses this distribution,
combined with the age profile of the assets, to forecast future replacement volumes
• A capex forecast can be derived by multiplying this volume by a forecast unit rate
› The model predicts future replacement volumes based upon the current age profile for an asset population
• This means the model uses age as a proxy for asset condition, which may not be a valid assumption for a
geographically dispersed asset population (i.e. where the assets are exposed to different environmental conditions
and, therefore, will deteriorate at different rates)
• This limits the model’s accuracy as a predictor of efficient replacement volumes
› The model assumes recent historical replacement rates are representative of expected future replacement needs
• Because very limited lines replacement (particularly for conductors) has occurred on our network, historical
replacement rates cannot be used to calibrate the model
• Instead, the repex model relies on assumed asset lives to derive forecast replacement volumes
› Taken together, these things mean that while the repex model is a useful validation tool, it should not be used to
determine replacement volumes, but instead used as an input to inform engineering judgement.
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Case Study: Lines and Towers Program
Repex modelling results - conductors
› Our preliminary conductor forecast is shown in the chart below against three repex model scenario, each reflecting
different asset life assumptions (60, 70 and 80 years)
• The longer the assumed asset life, the lower the repex model’s forecast of replacement volumes
› The model shows that:
• Based on a 60 or 70 year asset life, our preliminary forecast is significantly lower than the repex model outputs
• Only at an 80 year life – which is substantially higher than the 60-year standard life assumed for conductors – does
the repex model produce a lower forecast.
› While only an indicative measure, the repex model is a useful assessment tool to validate the efficiency of our forecast.

Conductors - Preliminary forecast vs repex model scenarios
60.0
2023-27 Regulatory Period
50.0

$M

40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

CAPEX Forecast

80 Year REPEX

70 Year REPEX

60 Year REPEX
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Case Study: Lines and Towers Program
Repex modelling results - insulators
› As with conductors, only at an 80 year life – which is substantially higher than the 60-year standard
life assumed for insulators assets – does the repex model produce a lower forecast.
› Again, notwithstanding the limitations of the repex model, this validates the efficiency of the
preliminary insulator forecast.

Insulator - Preliminary forecast vs repex model scenarios
45.0
2023-27 Regulatory Period

40.0
35.0

$M

30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0

CAPEX Forecast

80 Year REPEX

70 Year REPEX

60 Year REPEX
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Technology
Peter Caccaviello, General Manager Technology Planning
and Solutions

To manage risk and maintain service levels,
technology assets need to be replaced and
maintained just like electricity network assets
› We assess reliability, capacity and cost of
maintenance versus replacement regularly to ensure
that assets align to our Asset Management Policy

New Assets

› Digital technology improves quickly and the most
effective way of maintaining services is typically to
replace them before their performance degrades
› Unlike most electricity network components, the rate
of change in technology assets is very high

› Equally the rate of growth in demand for technology
services is higher than the rate of growth in demand
on the electricity network
› Business are increasingly looking to technology-based
tools and capabilities to manage the demands of an
increasingly disruptive environment, exponential
volumes of data and the need to maintain efficient
costs in this complex environment
› Over the past 5 years, many technology vendors have
provided “cloud services” as alternatives to selling
assets for customers to own and maintain. Switching
to cloud services can bring benefits, including
increased agility and flexibility. But, migration also has
costs and risks, just like “life cycling” assets.

New
Technology
Proposals

Deterioration

Increased
Risks For
Customers
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Our recent historical ICT expenditure levels
are significantly lower than our peers
• AusNet Services’ historical ICT capex has largely been in line with
other TNSPs since 2009
• In more recent years, we have spent significantly less than most
other networks.
Historical ICT capex ($M, nominal)
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Key technology drivers and priorities for the
next regulatory period
Data. Increasing volume of customer and network
data and growing demand for data to provide
business insights and inform business decisions

Regulatory requirements. For example, new
Cyber Security regulations requiring an uplift in
security capabilities

Complying with
new or changed
regulatory
obligations,
$16M
Addressing the
priorities
expressed by
our customers,
$9M

Customer preferences & expectations. Desire
for improved relationship management and
communications

Industry and technology change. Increasing
renewable generation uptake, reverse flows,
transmission network congestion
Asset performance and risk. “Lifecycle”
replacement of software and systems to maintain
services and manage network risk in more complex
environment and with ageing assets

Maintaining
performance in
more complex
and challenging
operating
environment,
$19M

Managing risk
by renewing
assets within
vendor support
windows, $49M

Efficiency. Need for technology to support
business process improvements and drive capital
and operating efficiency, particularly in light of
customer affordability concerns
37

Our preliminary view of the technology
programs that need to be delivered in the
next regulatory period
• Around 75% of the expenditure is the transmission share of corporate-wide ICT projects
that are also being proposed in our Electricity Distribution regulatory proposal (due to the AER in
January 2020)
• The remaining 25% is for programs aimed at addressing the specific needs of the transmission
business and its customers (i.e. Cyber Security, Control Room Rebuild).
Technology
program

Description

Forecast capex
$ real 2019 direct

Corporate
Enablement

Ensure core functionalities of enterprise applications (Finance, Asset Management, HR and Supplier
Management) are adaptable in an increasingly changeable environment

$5.7M

SAP Cloud

Pre-work and planning required for post 2025 Cloud based ERP implementation across selected corporate
functions and capabilities

$5.0M

Workforce
Collaboration

To uplift enterprise capability and modernise day-to-day operations, through improvements in automation and
analytics capability, while ensuring business continuity and sustainable risk management.

$4.5M

Technology Asset
Management –
Applications

Ensure systems are maintained, meeting business and operations requirements. This program of work will
perform periodic patching and enhancements to these systems, as aligned to the standard technology lifecycle.

$3.5M

Information
Management

Extend the information management platform, which will enable rapid access to timely transmission data, analytics
and reporting, i.e. RIN Reporting, scenario planning, long term weather forecasting for planning, accurate data
across all critical systems, assets, processes, and support more advanced analytics and reporting.

$6.8M

Corporate
Communications

Ensures the lifecycle management of corporate communications, which comprises IT networking devices (i.e. WiFi, routers), internet services provision and gateways, as well as data centre interconnectivity, covering both
systems and assets.

$6.5M

Table continued over page

Our preliminary view of the technology
programs that need to be delivered in the
next regulatory period
Technology
program

Description

Forecast capex
$ real 2019 direct

Technology Asset
Management –
Infrastructure and
Technology

Ensures the business has sufficient capacity, performance and service levels to maintain IT systems &
infrastructure whilst optimising data centre infrastructure to operate more efficiently, through lifecycle and
capacity refresh.

$21.5M

Cyber Security

Investment in cyber security to ensure compliance to emerging regulatory change, protect organisational
assets, including information, applications, systems, networks and end user devices from internal and external
threats.

$15.5M

Control Room
Rebuild
• Outage and
switching
management,
• Renewables
and reverse
flows
management
• Lines and
ratings
management)

Significant overhaul of outage and switch management systems, asset monitoring systems and related
infrastructure and facilities. Will also involve the replacement of current manual process based systems with
more automated and integrated applications and, importantly, allow service levels to be maintained in a more
complex environment that now includes significant DER, greater transmission congestion, reverse flows etc.

Transmission
Technology
Facilities and
Physical Security

Refreshes of disaster recovery site assets at Richmond and Rowville, including life cycle replacement of
servers and screens, batteries, UPS, air-conditioners etc. to protect technology assets. Also includes
investment in transmission related physical security access requirements.

$7M

Customer
Information
Services

The CIS Program will enable us to effectively manage strategic relationships (e.g. industrial and commercial
customers) to deliver a cohesive customer experiences, as well as introduce common CRM capabilities across
the broader customer base; including workflow management, contract management and reporting.

$0.8

Total
Transmission-specific
programs

$16M

$92.8

The step up in technology expenditure
reflects the need to introduce new capabilities
› Our proposed technology capex for the next period is $93M (direct real $2022), representing ~12% of the total capex forecast
› The step up on recent actual/expected capex reflects the need to introduce several new capabilities within the next regulatory period:
• Complying with new cyber security regulatory requirements is expected to require large, non-recurrent expenditures, which account
for a significant portion of the forecast expenditure
• Our plans to rebuild and modernise the Transmission Control Room is also a substantial, non-recurrent project that will replace
many manual processes with more automated and integrated systems and allow service levels to be maintained in a more complex
operating environment.
› ICT expenditure can go through peaks and troughs, depending on where a business sits within the asset replacement cycle.
Actual, expected and forecast ICT capex ($M, real 2021-22)
25

$m, 2022, real

20

ICT
CAPEX
12%

15

10

Other
CAPEX

5

0
2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

Actual/expected

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

Forecast - Cyber security uplift

Note: Figure includes actual and forecast capitalised overheads

2021-22

2022-23

2023-24

2024-25

2025-26

2026-27

Forecast - Control Room Rebuild
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The total capex forecast
Rob Ball

The total preliminary capex forecast of
$178M p.a. is 3% higher than actual average
2013-19 capex of $173M
› The forecast is 23% higher than actual/expected capex in the current
regulatory period, reflecting increases in major stations capex ($15M), asset
replacement programs ($103M) and ICT ($47M).
Actual, expected and forecast capex ($M, real 2022)
250

200

$178M p.a.

$173M p.a.

$M

150

100

50

0
actual

actual

actual

actual

actual

actual

actual

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Actual/expected capex

expected expected expected forecast
2020

2021

Forecast capex

2022

2023

forecast

forecast

forecast

forecast

2024

2025

2026

2027

Allowance
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Afternoon Tea
10 minutes

4. Our preliminary expenditure
forecasts: operating expenditure
Rob Ball

Context for the preliminary operating
expenditure forecast
 The forecasts presented are preliminary are subject to refinement and change
 We are sharing the forecasts with the CAP to obtain feedback to inform our draft
proposal and ensure customer views are reflected to the extent possible
 Another set of updated forecasts will be presented when we circulate an advanced
draft copy of our Draft Proposal early next year, prior to publishing it by 31 March
2020

 All financial values are expressed in $ real 2021-22 unless stated otherwise.
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Opex forecasting approach
› The preliminary opex forecast has been developed using the standard “base-steptrend” approach. The key steps in this approach are set out below

•
•

Step 3

Step 1

Step 2

Efficient base year
costs

Determine trend

Adjust for any one-off costs
Remove category specific
costs (e.g. easement tax)

Real price growth
(e.g. labour costs)

Productivity growth

Step 4

Add step changes

•
•

Capex / opex trade-offs
New or changed regulatory
obligations

Roll in of Group 3* assets

Increases in O&M costs associated with
augmentations rolling into the RAB from 1
April 2022

Step 5

Add other costs

Debt raising costs

Easement land tax

* Group 3 assets are transmission augmentations initiated by the Victorian DNSPs or AEMO. These augmentations are not
forecast as part of the TRR process. Instead, the depreciated value of the Group 3 augmentations roll into AusNet Services’
RAB at each TRR
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Overview of the opex forecast
› The table below provides an overview of our forecast controllable opex of $523M
› Forecast controllable opex is around 3% higher than the allowance approved for the current
period
• This reflects numerous new regulatory obligations, and efficient opex/capex trade-offs, for which
step changes are needed the next period
› $972M has also been forecast for easement land tax and debt raising costs.
Actual/expected, allowed and forecast capex ($M, real 2022)
Opex component

2017-22
actual/expected

2017-22 opex
allowance

2023-27 forecast

Base year

$454

Trend

$10

Step changes (incl. Group
3 opex placeholder)

$58

Total controllable opex

$441

$507

$523

Easement land tax

$856

$749

$964

Debt raising costs

N/A

$9M

$9
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Base year selection
› The base year accounts for the majority (87%) of our preliminary forecast of controllable opex*
› We have selected the second last year of the current regulatory period (2020-21) as our proposed base year
› Actual costs are not yet available for this year, but will be by the time the AER makes its final determination in January
2022
› Importantly, efficiency savings made in the current period will lead to approximately $60M less opex and revenue in
the next regulatory period than would otherwise be the case
› Due to the Efficiency Benefit Sharing Scheme, we are financially indifferent to an alternative base year (e.g. 2019-20).

Forecast base year expenditure ($M, real 2021-22)

Composition of the controllable opex forecast

$m (real 2021-22)

120

Other
controllable
opex, $69M
13%

100
80
60

40
20
-

Base opex,
$454M
87%

Expenditure

Allowance

Base year

* Controllable opex excludes forecast easement land tax payments and debt raising costs

Base opex

Other controllable opex
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Efficiency of the base year
› As shown in the figure below, independent AER benchmarking shows we are
the industry leader in respect of operating efficiency
› This demonstrates the efficiency of our base year costs, and ensures the
preliminary opex forecasts is underpinned by an efficient starting point.
Opex partial factor productivity, 2006-18

2.0
1.8
1.6

ANT

1.4

TRG

1.2

PLK
TNT

1.0

ENT

0.8
0.6
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
Source: Draft AER 2018 Transmission Benchmarking Report
Note: The final AER benchmarking report is expected to be published by 30 November 2019
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Forecast trend opex
› Total forecast trend opex is $10M over the forthcoming
regulatory period. This amount reflects the following
assumptions:

 Output growth ($0)
Assumed to be zero, consistent with the AER’s decision at
the last TRR that opex associated with augmentations in the
next period (i.e. Group 3 assets) will be recovered from
DNSPs and AEMO (until these assets roll into the RAB at
the 2028-32 TRR)

120
$m (real 2021-22)

 Real price growth ($10M)
Our forecast reflects projected increases in real labour costs
of 1.05% p.a., based on the average of two forecasts
produced by BIS Shrapnel (engaged by AusNet Services)
and Deloitte Access Economics (engaged by the AER)
 The best approach to forecasting real price growth is being
addressed in the SAPN and the QLD DNSP regulatory
reviews, for which draft decisions were released on 8
October 2019.

Forecast base year + trend expenditure ($M, real 2021-22)

100
80
60
40

20
-

Expenditure
Base year

Forecast - Trend

Allowance

 Productivity growth ($0M)
Assumed to be remain flat, consistent with the AER’s most
recent determination for TasNetworks, published on 30 April
2019
 No evidence to suggest that the “efficient “frontier” will shift
out over the 2023-27 regulatory period.
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Step changes
Forecast controllable opex ($M, real 2021-22)
120

$m (real 2021-22)

› Our preliminary opex forecast includes
$58M of step changes over the 2023-27
period
 This includes a placeholder amount of
$22M for Group 3 opex. Importantly,
this is not a new cost to customers.
AEMO and the Victorian DNSPs are
currently funding (and passing onto
customers) these costs, which will
cease once the assets roll into AusNet
Services’ RAB

 Most of the step changes are driven by
new or changed regulatory obligations,
while the remainder relate to projects
and initiatives that will deliver capex
savings (i.e. capex/opex trade-offs)

100

80
60
40
20
-

Expenditure
Forecast - Group 3 placeholder
Allowance

Forecast - Trend
Forecast - Step
Base year

› Detail on each step change is provided on
the following two slides.
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Step changes cont.
› The step changes presented below are preliminary and are currently being refined through
further analysis of the scope and cost impact of each change
› Many of the step changes have been flagged in our electricity distribution regulatory
proposal, which will be lodged with the AER by 31 January 2020
Step change

Description

Cyber Security
(New regulatory
obligation)

We anticipate that AEMO will provide a direction that we must uplift our
capability to a Maturity Indicator Level 3 (MIL 3). Reaching and maintaining
this level of maturity will require a step increase in resourcing, impacting both
capex and opex in the current and forthcoming regulatory periods.

5 Minute
Settlement
(New regulatory
obligation)
Superannuation
Guarantee
increase
(New regulatory
obligation)
EPA
(New regulatory
obligation)

Flagged in electricity
distribution regulatory
proposal?
Yes

Forecast opex
2023-27
($ real 2021-22)
$19.1M

The Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC) has amended the NER to Yes
align operational dispatch and financial settlement at five minutes, rather than
the current 30 minutes, effective from 2023. We currently source metering
services from our contestable business, Mondo. We anticipate the regulated
transmission business will be faced with higher costs in the next regulatory
period to meet the changed obligations.
The Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 sets out that from 1 Yes
July 2021 the superannuation guarantee will increase by 0.5% per annum.
This will increase the guarantee from 9.5% up to 12.5% by 1 July 2025,
increasing our total labour costs in the next regulatory period.

$3.6M

The Environment Protection Amendment Act 2018 (Vic) was passed by
Parliament in August 2018 and comes into effect on 1 July 2020. This law
imposes changed obligations on AusNet Services, including increased site
testing and, potentially, remediation obligations

$1.1M

Yes

$2.2M

Table continued over page
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Step changes cont.
Step change

Cloud
(Capex/opex
trade-off)

RIT-T for
replacement
(New regulatory
obligation)
Transformer
sulphur oil
regeneration
works
(Capex/opex
trade-off)
Group 3 opex
placeholder
Total

Description

Flagged in electricity
distribution regulatory
proposal?

Forecast opex
2023-27
($ real 2021-22)

IT software is increasingly moving to cloud based software-as-a-service Yes
approach. Cloud based systems are opex solutions rather than the
traditional approach, where we purchased and maintained our IT
equipment and services. Furthermore, certain applications will no
longer support or enable legacy solutions, and future versions of
applications will be cloud based.
The new requirements to undertake Regulatory Investment Tests (RIT- No
Ts) for transmission replacement projects will require an uplift in
network planning, power system modelling, market modelling and
stakeholder engagement resources. While some of these costs will be
reflected in our base year, a step change is warranted due to the ramp
up in the volume of RIT-Ts that will be required in the next period.

$3.7M

A program is needed to carry out oil filtering and associated
N/A
remediation works to address a corrosive sulphur oil issue affecting a
significant part of the transformer fleet (approx. 50 transformers). The
remediation program, which is to commence next year and take 4-5
years, will mitigate network risk and avoid the need for more costly
transformer replacement. The forecast opex is net of the forecast
expenditure that has been included in the base year.
Placeholder amount, calculated consistent with the approach taken to
N/A
recover costs from AEMO and the Vic. DNSPs in the current regulatory
period. Alternative approaches are being explored and will be
presented as part of the Draft Proposal.

$2.7M

$3.8M

$22.1M

$58.3M
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5. Draft principles for setting revenue
during 15-month deferral period
Rob Ball

Feedback is sought on the below draft
principles to guide setting revenue during
a possible 15-month deferral period
› Should the TRR be deferred by 15-months, the AER will be required to
approve revenue and prices for this time period because a determination
would not exist
› Feedback is sought on the following draft principles, which would guide
the setting of revenue and prices during the 15-month period:
• Customer impacts. Customers should be left no worse off as a result of the
deferral
• Price stability. Revenue and prices should not be volatile
• Transparency. The way revenue and prices are derived should be
transparent.
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6. Other Business and Next steps
Adrian Hill / Rob Ball

Next Customer Advisory Panel meeting to be
scheduled for February
Indicative CAP agendas and timing
2019
M

Customer
Advisory Panel

2020
J

J

1

A

2

S

O

N

D

3

J

F

M

A

4

M

J

J

5

A

S

• CAP # 3
• RTS Site Visit

N

6

AST submits Exp.
forecasting
methodology

Framework & Approach
letter lodged with AER

O

AST Regulatory
Proposal due

AST publishes draft
proposal
• CAP to review
draft proposal,
including
updated
expenditure
forecasts and
impact of new
VCRs

• Review of feedback
• Review of formal
proposal
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Please take a moment to fill out the Feedback
Form (+ group shot for yammer update)
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Appendices

Appendix A
Previous CAP Meetings Minutes

Minutes – CAP#1
CAP#1

7 May 2019

#

Topic

Action

Resp.

Status

1.1

Agenda creation

• Circulate agenda at least one month prior to CAP for
consultation

DEG

Closed

1.2

Meeting duration

• Reduce duration from 5 to 3 hours

DEG

Closed

1.3

Content requests for
CAP#2

• Briefing on Federal Govt energy policies and AST
policy positions at August meeting

DEG

Closed

1.4

Content requests for
CAP#3

• Impact of AEMO-initiated contestable augmentation
on historical RAB/Capex

RB

Closed (refer to
Appendix A of
CAP#2)

1.5

Content requests for
CAP#3

• Preliminary repex forecasts (or at least the pipeline of
projects)

RB

Closed

1.6

Content requests for
CAP#3

• Improvements made to stakeholder / community
engagement on large capital projects (e.g., guidelines
developed)

RB

Closed
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